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Financial disparities may influence COVID-19 

occurrence. The objective of the examination was to 

investigate the relationship between hardship of financial 

status (SES) and spatial examples of COVID-19 

occurrence in Chennai megacity for unfurling the infection 

the study of disease transmission. Utilizing information of 

affirmed COVID-19 cases from May 15, 2020, to May 21, 

2020, for 155 appointive wards got from the official site of 

the Chennai civil enterprise, we analyzed the rate of 

COVID-19 infections utilizing two check relapse models 

to be specific, Poisson Regression (PR) and Negative 

Binomial Regression (NBR). As informative elements, we 

considered territory hardship that spoke to the hardship of 

financial status (SES). A record of numerous hardships 

(IMD) created to quantify the region hardship utilizing a 

propelled nearby measurement, Geographically Weighted 

Principal Component Analysis (GWPCA). In view of the 

accessibility of suitably scaled information, five spaces 

(for example poor lodging condition, low resource 

ownership, poor accessibility of WaSH administrations, 

absence of family comforts and administrations, and 

sexual orientation difference) were chosen as segments of 

the IMD in this examination. The investigation zone is 

Chennai megacity (13.04°N-80.17°E) is the fourth-biggest 

city in India (after Mumbai, New Delhi, and Kolkata) with 

a populace of 10.2 million. It is the most significant urban 

focus in the south-east beach front locale of India, which 

has an ordinary subtropical, hot-muggy, rainstorm 

atmosphere delegated Aw (tropical wet and dry) in the 

Köppen atmosphere grouping. With gentle and moderate 

winters and extremely blistering summers, the normal air 

temperature ranges from 21-35°C (70-95°F) and relative 

moistness differs from 45-95%. 

The first COVID-19 in Chennai was identified on March 

9, 2020, and later network transmission has occurred 

quickly. The quantity of affirmed COVID-19 cases in 155 

wards of Chennai megacity announced in this 

investigation was gathered from the official site of More 

prominent Chennai online database discharges from May 15, 

2020, to May 21, 2020. Ward insightful affirmed cases 

during this equivalent period were additionally acquired 

from The News Minute coronavirus information 

repository.The two datasets were contrasted with guarantee 

consistency of COVID-19 frequencies before executing the 

factual examination. 

The engaging investigation of COVID-19 frequencies is 

accounted for in Table.S2 shows that changeability (σ 

=54.52) of COVID-19 occurrences is higher than mean 

(µ=49.49) and it is following negative binomial 

dissemination. The initial three segments with eigenvalues 

more prominent than 1 (i.e., λi ≥ 1) represented 80.7% of the 

all-out difference in the information and the first part alone 

clarified in excess of 47 percent difference in the 

information. The result of the extent of nearby fluctuation 

clarified by three segments and the segment score was 

(Ward No. 125) and 100 for most denied wards 

 

Spatial dangers of COVID-19 contaminations were 

prevalently gathered in the wards with high IMD which 

were for the most part situated in the north-eastern 

pieces of Chennai megacity, which was significantly 

identified with COVID-19 rates in the Chennai 

megacity. This examination features that the dangers of 

COVID-19 diseases will in general be higher in 

progressively denied regions of SES and the north-

eastern piece of Chennai megacity was overwhelmingly 

high-chance regions. Our outcomes can manage 

proportions of COVID-19 control and counteraction by 

considering spatial dangers and territory hardship. 
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